19dollarlogos.com Logo Order Form
(If you prefer to fill it out online please go to www.19dollarlogos.com/questionnaire.php)


1. Your Name: 
[ Mandatory ]

2. Your e-mail address: 
[ Mandatory. If possible, please submit more than one email address. ]

3. Your logo package - 1, 2 or 3: 
[ Mandatory. 1 is for one version without revisions, 2 is for one version with one revision and 3 is for three versions with one revision ]

4. Logo Wording: 
[ Mandatory. Please provide exact logo wording. If you reply to this question with "Company LLC" we will include "LLC" in the design. If you submit "company.com" as an answer, we will include ".com". If you are not sure you may reply with "company or company.com" and we will go with whatever we think is the best. ]

5. Letter Case: 
[ Do you want the text in sentence case or all uppercase or all lowercase? Perhaps all lowercase except for one specific word? Also do you insist on a single line or it is okay to break the text down to two or more lines? If it doesn’t matter or you are not sure please leave the answer to this question blank. ]

6. Would you like us to implement slogan or any additional text with the logo? 
[ If yes, please submit the slogan and/or additional text. If you want it in specific letter case please let us know otherwise we will go with what we think is the best. ]

7. Would you like us to follow certain proportions? 
[ If yes, please submit the proportions. If you are not sure please leave the answer to this question blank. ]

8. Would you like us to follow certain dimensions for the web version? 
[ If you already have a web site you can just provide its web address and we'll determine the most optional dimensions. ]

9. Would you like us to match certain background color? 
[ If yes, please submit its name or color code. All our logos are transparent but we still need to know the type of the background. If you already have a web site you can just provide its web address and we'll make sure the logo goes well with your web site background. The default matching background is white. ]

10. Would you like us to limit the number of colors? 
[ If yes, please let us know how many colors. If there are preferred colors you would like us to use, please let us know that too. By default we go with low number of colors (1-2, max 3) and we stay off gradients and patterns. Also, by default, if you have active web site we will make sure that your logo colors go in line with your web site colors. ]

11. Please let us know some about your company / web site (what you do, target audience...):

12. Anything else we should know? 



Please email the form to support@19dollarlogos.com


